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Executive Summary 

There’s a mobile revolution underway, evidenced by all the people staring down at their devices. The 

seductive glow of smartphones – now at 60 percent penetration in the U.S. – has stolen our attention, even 

from friends and loved ones. 

Among the many areas where the ongoing smartphone revolution will change our lives, mobile shopping is 

perhaps heating up the fastest. This includes using one’s mobile device to find, compare and buy things in the 

real world; everything from lunch to a new TV.  

In the online world of the last decade, it was all about e-commerce: buying things online to be shipped. This is 

playing out in mobile with what’s known as m-commerce. But the larger opportunity – given the mobile 

device’s portability – is mobile-assisted offline shopping.  

Lots of the investment and innovation in mobile apps and content will focus on this larger pie, as e-commerce 

and m-commerce only comprise 7 percent of U.S. retail spending. The rest is offline in physical stores, 

especially for products that shoppers want to see before they buy.  

As this continues to play out, mobile should help rather than hinder bricks and mortar businesses. The same 

can’t be said for many e-commerce players like Amazon. Mobile will be an important utility for shoppers and 

merchants if embraced in the right ways.  

Possibilities include storing consumers’ payment information within smartphone apps, to be securely 

transferred at the point of sale (POS). It also includes merchant-facing mobile hardware that allows them to 

accept credit card payments in convenient ways. 

In addition to easing transactions for consumers and merchants, mobile payment products are developing as 

tools to track consumer behavior. This creates opportunities for targeted marketing and different ways to 

engage customers.  

Mobile payment products also offer the potential to improve customer acquisition, as well as vital areas such 

as retention, loyalty, and operational efficiencies like inventory management and cash flow. And for 

advertising, it has the potential to reach the “holy grail” of better ROI tracking.  

Over the last decade digital advertising has sought this clearer ROI through things like online search ads. But 

search and online display advertising don’t capture the complete path to the physical cash register where, 

again, most purchases take place. 

Now with the mobile device’s growing use, portability and capabilities, the opportunity exists more than ever 

to create this measurable path between various forms of marketing, purchases, rewards programs, and repeat 

business: A closed loop.  

It’s still too early in the life cycle of mobile shopping and payments to establish a single standard. There’s a 

great deal of innovation and experimentation in these early stages and the following pages seek to provide the 

“lay of the land.”  

This paper follows BIA/Kelsey’s previous mobile insight paper From National to Local: Mobile Advertising Zeros 

In and takes the next step in the purchase cycle: engaging users while shopping, influencing their behavior, 

facilitating conversions and collecting data.  
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The Starting Line: Where Are We Now? 

One of the biggest topics in the technology world is how mobile is taking over 

different aspects of our lives. This includes everything from recreation (games, music, 

media), to tools that help us find things to buy, or manage our lives and businesses 

more productively.  

Much of this is driven by smartphone growth, as the barriers have been lowered for 

each of us to hold once-unattainable levels of computing power right in our pockets. 

Smartphone penetration in the United States has reached 61 percent of mobile 

subscribers, according to Nielsen.  

As this evolves, entire industries are forming around mobile software applications 

(a.k.a. apps) that build on the mobile device’s potential. And one area where software 

developers have really latched on is the mobile device’s use in consumer shopping 

and payments.  

This is playing out in a few ways. There is mobile’s version of ecommerce – known as 

m-commerce – for ordering items to be shipped to one’s home. But the much larger 

opportunity is offline shopping that’s influenced by mobile-delivered content. That 

opportunity is larger simply because 93 percent of U.S. retail spending is done offline, 

according to Forester. And the fastest growing portion of that segment is influenced 

online and through mobile devices. It’s currently a $1.3 trillion market, growing 50 

percent per year. 

Figure 1: Mobile’s Impact on Offline Sales 

 

(Forrester Research) 

Though m-commerce is important, the above numbers compel focus on mobile’s use 

within physical world transactions. And most physical world transactions happen 

within 15 miles of one’s home, grounding the immediate mobile opportunity in local 

commerce.  
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This opportunity doesn’t end with offline shopping (going to the mall). We’ll explore 

many products and services used day to day: everything from finding a place to eat 

lunch, to finding and paying a contractor to replace the roof on your house.   

Mobile shopping features continue to develop 

along these lines. They include searching for 

nearby products and services, signing 

up for geographically-specific mobile 

alerts for product availability, mobile 

coupons, loyalty rewards programs and 

mobile payments.  

Together, these activities form a cycle 

that begins with mobile search and ads, 

continues to in-store mobile shopping, 

and eventually to mobile payments. Lots 

of developing apps can lead consumers 

through this cycle and help them find 

the right items, information and prices. 

Local merchants – and marketing 

providers – can likewise benefit by 

leading consumers to finished 

conversions. Through advertising, 

shopping tools and POS systems, merchants can grow their revenues and operational 

efficiencies in myriad ways explored in the pages below. 

The cycle doesn’t end with a payment or conversion. Merchants can utilize mobile 

technology and engagement levels to feed shopping and payment data back into the 

front end of the cycle. This facilitates improved and iterative marketing and 

operations. 

We’ll examine the steps of this cycle including available technologies, user behavior, 

local merchant adoption and best practices. This will reveal opportunities for growth, 

investment and product development for media companies and publishers targeting 

the local segment.  

The First Step: Blazing the Path to Purchase 

Most of this document focuses on the mobile technologies being integrated at the 

point of purchase. We believe it’s important to note the tactics and processes that 

come before that point: engaging mobile consumers along their path to purchase.  

This brings advertising and demand generation into the discussion. Because the last 

installment of BIA/Kelsey’s mobile Insight Paper’s focused specifically on that topic, 

we will only recap and summarize it here as it ties in with mobile shopping and 

payments.  

Figure 2: Cycling Through the Purchase Process 
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Mobile advertising is a step in the process of user engagement which precedes mobile 

shopping. It can drive users into stores and tie together marketing strategies that are 

measurable through things such as 

mobile shopping, coupons and 

payment tools.  

Google reports that half of 

searches on mobile devices 

are looking for local products 

or information. It also reports 

that 63 percent of user 

actions from mobile search 

happen within one hour. 

These actions can include 

calling a store or purchasing 

an item. 

This reveals mobile users’ 

high purchase intent, and is 

thus an opportunity to draw 

them into stores with the 

right messaging at the right 

time and place. These are capabilities that many mobile ad companies are developing 

as we speak.  

For example, there are display ads shown in various mobile apps. These can be 

targeted based on a user’s location, past behavior, or demographic profile. These 

follow desktop internet ad 

strategies, but are brought to new 

levels in the mobile realm.  

A goal among mobile advertising 

providers such as Google and xAd is to 

better capture mobile users’ interest and 

drive them to desired actions such as 

calling a business, generating directions, 

placing an order, or reserving a table. 

These tangible actions are increasingly 

valued by advertisers. 

Mobile user actions are also a natural 

extension of the device itself. Phone calls 

(e.g., Marchex) and navigation (e.g., 

Telenav) for example, are core 

smartphone functions and “native” for 

users. These use cases are further driven 

by the high local intent mentioned above. 

Figure 4: Local Search 
Finds a Home in Mobile 

 

Figure 3: Cycling Through the Purchase Process 
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Figure 5: Location-based Mobile Advertising on the Rise 

 

(BIA/Kelsey, U.S Local Media Forecast, 2012-17) 

For all of these reasons, BIA/Kelsey forecasts location-targeted mobile advertising to 

grow from $1.2 billion in 2012 to $9.1 billion by 2017. Relative to overall U.S. mobile 

advertising this represents a 38 percent stake, growing to 54 percent by the end of 

the forecast period. 

There are many reasons for this growth and many nuances to how it will play out (see 

From National to Local: Mobile Advertising Zeros In). Most of this spending now 

comes from national advertisers but the mobile local opportunity will increasingly 

move downstream to SMBs. 

Local Commerce Monitor (LCM), BIA/Kelsey’s ongoing study of the advertising 

behaviors of small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs), additionally shows that more 

than half of small businesses use some form of mobile marketing. This indicates 

progress, as this number was in the single digits just a few years ago. But there’s still 

much room for growth.  
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Figure 6: Small Business Mobile Marketing On the Rise 

 

 

(BIA/Kelsey, Local Commerce Monitor - Wave 17, 2013) 

 

Checking In  

Another growing activity that relates to mobile demand generation is “checking in.” 

This falls under social media and is offered as a tool for users to share status and 

location with friends. It’s often seen in social and local discovery apps such as 

Foursquare and Facebook.  

But beyond the social and gaming elements such as check-in “leaderboards,” there 

are many commercial implications for checking in. Knowing where and how often 

consumers are checking in nearby can enable merchants to send targeted marketing 

and promotions. 
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Merchant-facing tools are at various stages of development among mobile check-in 

products like Foursquare and Facebook. Foursquare offers a dashboard for merchants 

to see who is checking in and create specials for frequent visitors, redeemable 

through the app. 

Using these tools, merchants 

can see customer behavior and 

optimize marketing 

accordingly. This includes 

sending messages and 

promotions to in-store or 

nearby users. This especially 

makes sense for proximity 

based alerts when business 

surges are desired.  

A million businesses have 

signed up with Foursquare to 

use this free tool. This 

includes national chains and 

SMBs, and it will grow over 

time among the latter. 

Foursquare recently launched 

Promoted Specials for SMBs to 

create and manage deals 

through the app.  

Mobile payment providers like PayPal and Square have also integrated check-ins as 

a way to facilitate and streamline mobile payments. User check-ins will show up on 

the POS systems of participating businesses, indicating that a customer is at or near 

their location. 

Customer information is queued up including payment account, regularly bought items 

and other information that can help businesses authenticate the user and speed the 

transaction. This can improve business by providing attractive customer options such 

as skipping checkout lines. 

Check-ins and related proximity marketing open up lots of possibilities. Many of are 

these explored in greater depth below, including their integration with payment 

offerings of PayPal, Square, Foursquare and others. This trend is reinforced by 

BIA/Kelsey’s LCM study, which shows that 22 percent of SMBs report they currently 

use a check-in platform, while an additional 16.5 percent indicate likelihood of near-

term adoption.  

Figure 7: Foursquare Popularizes Social Check-ins 
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Figure 8: Small Business Use of Check-in Programs 

 
(BIA/Kelsey, Local Commerce Monitor - Wave 17, 2013) 

 

Mobile Coupons and Card Linked Offers 

Coupons, offers and promotions are becoming an increasingly important part of 

mobile local marketing. There are many competing standards in the sector’s early 

days; those with the fewest moving parts and requirements for behavioral changes 

will be most successful.  

Card linked offers (CLOs) are one example. It involves offers that are distributed 

through various channels and tied to a credit or debit card. After users claim these 

offers, the deal redemption happens automatically when the associated card is used 

at the POS. 

An additional value point for merchants is the customer behavior or analytics that are 

revealed through CLO programs. This data can help target future offers to specific 

customers or customer types and optimize marketing effectiveness.  

CLOs are being led by companies that work with credit card companies to create and 

facilitate deals with local merchants. They are similar to credit-card based airline 

loyalty programs, except applied to the long-tail local marketplace of products and 

services.  

The various points along this value chain include companies that work with financial 
institutions. They include First Data, Cardlytics, Cartera Commerce, Edo and 

Truaxis. CLO companies are examined in greater depth in a separate upcoming 
report on local loyalty. 
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Some mobile apps also offer this ability to link accounts to a credit or debit card. Local 
specials are offered within the app, which can be saved and activated. The user then 
swipes the associated card when they want to redeem the special, which is credited 
automatically.  

For example, Foursquare has done this for American Express cardholders (with the 
help of Cardspring and First Data). When users check-in to local businesses nearby 
specials are shown, which can be saved and then redeemed by using an Amex card at 
the point of sale.  After seeing the program’s success, Visa and Mastercard recently 
partnered with Foursquare in a similar way. 

Sports Authority has offered a $20 credit to Foursquare users who spend $50. H&M 
has offered $10 to those that spend $75. Other deals have been sighted at a few New 
York restaurants, including Union Square Café and Blue Smoke. 

CLOs offer the benefit of 
simplicity. Users don’t have to 
adopt an alternate form of 

payment beyond the credit or 
debit card they’re accustomed 
to using. For merchants, it 
sidesteps traditional issues 
when redeeming deals, such 
as employee training. 

This automatic redemption 
will be a model we see 
developed by many providers 
as it offers the advantage of 
happening “in the 
background.” That goes for 
users as well as advertisers 
who can more easily track 
performance through 
analytics dashboards. 

 
 

 

Apple’s Passbook 

Apple’s Passbook is another example of mobile coupons. The platform offers a 

standardized format for developers, retailers and merchants of all sizes to distribute 

and accept mobile coupons (among other things). This standardization makes it easier 

for consumers to adopt.  

Walgreens, for example, allows users searching within its iPhone app to save coupons 

to the Passbook app. Those coupons are then redeemed at the point of sale when 

Figure 9: Foursquare’s Card Linked Offers 
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store clerks scan the barcode that displays on the user’s mobile screen. The discount 

is applied automatically. 

This ties into Walgreens’ existing system of coupons and POS redemption in its own 

branded app and rewards card. The only difference is that users can now also choose 

to use them through Passbook which is a standard and default app on all iPhones.  

Passbook’s positioning within Apple’s iOS operating system allows it to be “front and 

center.” Users can opt in for push alerts to notify them when nearby a store for which 

they have previously saved a coupon, or have indicated an interest in receiving new 

coupons. 

Passbook’s consistent user interface will meanwhile acclimate users – a key point as 

mobile coupon adoption has been tempered by comfort levels. Passbook will 

standardize this process and eliminate any confusion that results from many different 

formats. 

Passbook’s biggest advantage comes from this standardization of an otherwise 

fragmented system of coupon distribution. Central position in Apple’s iOS also makes 

it easier for developers to add the functionality into their apps, rather than build it 

from scratch.  

This will enable scalability to reach many more users than developers could on their 

own. All of these advantages – not to mention Apple’s brand name and “halo effect” – 

will help mobile coupons get over the user adoption hump that has tempered their 

growth for years. 

Figure 10: Walgreen’s Integrates Apple Passbook 
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Mobile Shopping: Cycling Towards the Conversion  

 

After being prompted by mobile ads, search results, or coupons, consumers are 

increasingly empowered by smartphones to drill down further into qualifying products 

and services. This can include research and price 

comparisons, often at or near the point of sale.  

The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) reports 

that four out of five U.S. smartphone owners 

shop on their devices. Of these 56 percent use 

smartphones while shopping in physical stores. 

Drilling down to specific user actions reveals the 

types of things mobile shoppers are interested 

in, and thus where there are opportunities to 

provide mobile functionality. These activities 

include checking prices, product information or 

coupon availability.  

 

 

 

Figure 92: Offline Mobile Shopping: It’s Really Happening 

 
(Internet Advertising Bureau, 2012) 

Figure 11: Cycling Through the Purchase Process 
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Showrooming 

One important recent shopping trend is using mobile devices while in store to check 

prices, product specs or online availability. This is known as “showrooming” as 

consumers use retail showrooms to view items in person before price shopping online.  

This alarms merchants because their customers are getting snatched right out from 

under their noses. The mobile device becomes a threat in the transparency it brings to 

shoppers’ fingertips to find cheaper items at competing stores or online.  

However, merchants can use showrooming to better serve in-store customers. Brick 

and mortar businesses have one advantage over online competitors like Amazon – 

they can utilize in-store signage and personnel to redirect users to their own mobile 

apps. 

Generally, technologies adopted at the national chain level signal future adoption by 

smaller merchants. Shopping tools will be no exception.  

For example, national retailer Target recently began fighting showrooming by offering 

a price match program. Any price found on Amazon, walmart.com, or other online 

retailers will be matched in store. This includes research done on a home computer or 

mobile device. 

Because the main reason for showrooming is price sensitivity, we’ll continue to see 

programs like this from other retailers. Meanwhile, other factors causing consumers to 

engage in showrooming reveal opportunities for merchants to evolve and innovate. 

Figure 13: Why to Shoppers Engage in Showrooming? 

 
(BI Intelligence) 

Another key driver of showrooming is gaining access to out of stock items. This 

presents an opportunity for merchants of physical goods to connect shoppers to 
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mobile ordering, while they are standing in front of an empty shelf. This captures 

them when buying intent is high.  

Here digital collateral like barcodes can be shown on store shelves for customers to be 

automatically taken to mobile web or app pages that let them order and pay for 

products on the spot. This intercepts customers before they go to places like 

Amazon’s mobile app.  

In the same vein, retailers – by virtue of their own inventory data – can automatically 

refer shoppers to alternative products in stock. They can also recommend nearby 

affiliated locations (i.e. chains) that have the item in stock, resulting in retained 

business. 

This carries a lot of weight when shoppers want an item now, versus waiting for 

Amazon to ship it. It’s also an upsell opportunity to increase shoppers’ “basket size” 

with promotions or bulk discounts for complementary products, similar to what 

Amazon does online.  

Showrooming data also indicate consumer unwillingness to carry large items. Here the 

opportunity exists to let them scan items in store to go through the same checkout 

process just mentioned, with the additional option for free shipping or other enticing 

promotions.  

Amazon and others have hurt local merchants’ sales by offering cheaper alternatives. 

Retailers can beat this by competing on price; but more importantly by competing on 

service – the onsite advantages that Amazons of the world can never replicate. 

Beyond these benefits for providing on-site shopping tools, the opportunity is further 

supported by its headroom. Adoption is currently low, as evidenced by data from EKN 

research, which surveyed 60 national chains about their in-store mobile adoption. 

This low adoption among national retailers – and even lower adoption among SMBs – 

leads BIA/Kelsey to conclude that a massive opportunity awaits tech providers that 

can fill the gap. Put another way: consumer demand for mobile shopping is clearly 

ahead of supply. 
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Figure 14: Retailer in-Store Mobile Adoption Lags Consumer Demand 

 
(Research E. , 2013) 

Third Party Shopping Apps  

Rather than reinvent the wheel, many retailers have opted to leave the technology to 

those who do it best – leading shopping apps. One example is Shopkick, which 

works with top tier retailers like Best Buy, American Eagle and a growing crop of small 

businesses. 

Shopkick specializes in proactively alerting users in or near affiliated stores about 

specials and achievement points for just entering the store. These are rewarded with 

a proprietary currency (“kicks”) which are redeemable and interchangeable among 

participating stores.  

It does all this by detecting nearby devices using special in-store sonars. The 

proximity based push alerts (via Shopkick’s app) have the potential to outperform 

showrooming because it is a much easier and less manually-intensive “passive” 

experience for consumers.  

There are many other product oriented search engines and apps such as TheFind, 

Goodzer and Google’s mobile product search features. For in-store shopping aides, 

RedLaser has become a popular option to scan barcodes for comparison shopping.  
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Figure 10: shopkick’s Mobile App 

 
 

There’s also Amazon’s Price Check App which has similar price checking ability, 

though its endgame is shipped items a la m-commerce. RedLaser and other on-site 

barcode scanning apps conversely have a local angle in that they indicate nearby 

product availability. 

This brings up another opportunity to combat showrooming: If you can’t beat them, 

join them. One lesson of showrooming is for retailers to make sure they are present in 

the local product databases of third party apps, in order to be found by high intent 

shoppers in the act.  

The best way to do this is to work with popular apps directly, as well as with single 

points of entry that provide product and inventory data to myriad shopping apps. One 

example is Retailigence, which distributes retail product feeds to mobile shopping 

apps through its API.  

And though most of the activity around mobile shopping apps has been with national 

chains, it has the potential to reach smaller merchants in the next few years. This 

makes it an opportunity for the local media outlets that work with them to help them 

get there.  

Being present and optimized for mobile product search will increasingly become a 

source of competitive advantage for SMBs – especially those in product-centric 

advertising categories. Think of mobile product search and its growth as opening up 

all new forms of SEO. 
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Indoor Mapping 

Another embryonic sector developing in mobile shopping is indoor mapping, which 

applies a decade’s worth of advancements in local search and navigation to building 

interiors. This includes navigation at an aisle-by-aisle level within stores.  

Indoor positioning is playing out as a natural evolution of mapping and navigation. 

What began at the satellite level, moved down to Google Street View and is now 

entering building interiors such as a Home Depot or museum. 

Applications include directing customers to specific products, and other points of 

engagement that create attractive shopping experiences and increased “basket sizes.” 

It also has implications for closing the loop on measurable promotions like those 

explored above. 

Notable companies in this space include Aisle411, Micello, Retailigence and others 

that work with retailers to help them map their stores’ blueprints and the products 

they carry. This is most useful for chain stores or large franchises with varied store 

layouts and product placement.  

Another example of the innovation coming out of this space is Cambridge, Mass., 

based ByteLight. The company utilizes store lighting (LED bulbs) that emits a flicker 

pattern which picked up by camera-equipped mobile devices to fix a position or 

communicate data. 

For example, retailers can provide navigation apps to help users find the right in-store 

items, rather than walk away in frustration. There are also clear marketing and 

promotions implications that can be the basis for yield management and optimizing 

store layouts. 

ByteLight provides the underlying lighting technology as well as a tool set on which to 

build navigational applications. The rest is handled by app developers and partners 

that can build various ways to deliver content to users that are inside their stores. 
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Figure 11: ByteLight Shines a Light on In-Store Navigation 

 

Mobile Payments: Closing the Deal 

Payments come at the end of all of the mobile shopping products discussed in this 

report and tie them all together. Payments can link user activities to finished 

purchases, unlocking behavioral data that can sharpen ongoing product marketing.  

There are many advantages being offered 

by mobile payment platforms that shed 

some of the barriers of traditional POS 

systems. They replace bulky cash 

registers and cash based systems that 

require manual record keeping and 

“attribution” for incoming business. 

Digitizing this process presents data that 

helps business planning, operational 

efficiencies and smarter inventory 

management. This all has implications for 

better cash flow as well as optimizing 

store layouts and other things that buying 

behavior data can uncover.  

Better cash flow alone drives many 

businesses to adopt these systems. 

According to a Bank of America survey of 

1,000 small businesses 45 percent cited 

Figure 12: Cycling Through the Purchase Process 
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“not getting paid on time” as their biggest challenge to manage cash flow. Typical 

payment terms are 60 to 90 days. 

For example, mobile credit card readers (explored in the next section) lower the 

barriers for home service professionals to accept payments in the field. This frees up 

time otherwise spent billing customers and boosts short term cash flow and vendor 

relations.  

Many mobile payment systems also tie in with marketing or loyalty programs such as 

the card linked offers explored above. Once these sources of customer acquisition are 

tied to payments, there’s greater ROI transparency for various marketing strategies.  

For all of these reasons, BIA/Kelsey data reveal that mobile payments are seeing 

small but quickly growing acceptance among small businesses. Specifically 40 percent 

report using mobile card readers at the POS and 16 percent report likeliness to do so 

in the next year.  

Figure 18: Small Business Use of Mobile Card Readers 

 (BIA/Kelsey, Local Commerce Monitor - Wave 17, 2013) 

Mobile payment options for merchants are all competing for user and merchant 

adoption, and each has the challenge of replacing longstanding habits. Some options 

allow the user to pay with his or her mobile device, while others let merchants accept 

payments with a mobile device. The following sections examine a representative 

sample of the more prevalent mobile-payment products in today’s marketplace. 
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Smartphone and Tablet Card Readers 

Mobile card readers are the fastest growing area of mobile payments. First pioneered 

by Square and Intuit, the category now includes many innovative offerings from 

providers like PayPal. Collectively, these are used by a growing crop of small 

businesses in the United States. 

The card reader hardware involves a small piece of plastic that plugs into a 

smartphone or tablet headphone jack. Known as a “dongle” it contains a slot where a 

credit card can be swiped. Payment data is then transferred and processed securely 

by an app on the device. 

These apps are generally user friendly and intuitive. After items and prices are tapped 

through the touch-screen interface, a card is swiped and the user signs the touch 

screen. A receipt can then be emailed or texted to the 

consumer, eliminating paper waste and clutter.  

These dongles usually work on both smartphones 

and tablets, each having its own specialized apps. 

The tablet versions are generally more feature-rich 

and meant to be all-around payments and inventory 

management tools. They can even replace a cash 

register. 

For example, a store’s entire product or services line 

can be keyed in and saved so that checking 

consumers out simply involves tapping certain items 

which are automatically tallied. Options exist to 

automatically add other amounts such as taxes or 

gratuity.  

Developers continue to release advanced features. 

For example, PayPal’s “Here” iPad app, includes 

software that lets merchants scan barcodes of their 

inventory (using the iPad’s built in camera) to 

automatically upload product info. This is easier 

than manual keyed entry.  

All of this comes at a relatively low cost, given that 

stores can use a tablet they already own. Even at full price, a new tablet is less 

expensive than most cash register systems. And the dongle hardware is usually 

provided for free when a merchant establishes an account. 

Merchant accounts are easy to set up and involve rates comparable to typical credit 

card processing (roughly 2.75 percent per transaction). The difference is that it’s 

much easier to establish this capability compared to the traditional red tape that 

merchants must endure.  

Figure 19: Square Register App and Stand: Putting the 
iPad to Work 
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For example, credit card acceptance has traditionally required a special bank 

relationship, and monthly revenue commitments. This is both time consuming and 

prohibitive for many small businesses. Services like Square and PayPal Here can 

conversely be set up in minutes.  

For many of these reasons, this is quickly becoming a popular option for a range of 

businesses. Urban food trucks and farmer’s market stands have benefited from this 

“democratization” of credit card processing. All they need is a smartphone or a tablet. 

Restaurants servers can run credit cards right at a customer’s table. Compare that to 

the running back and forth that takes up valuable server and customer time. It’s also 

more secure in avoiding those risk-prone minutes when a server disappears with your 

credit card. 

Most European countries have already adopted 

these benefits with portable credit card readers 

that can be brought directly to customers’ 

tables. The opportunity in these markets is 

evident by their recognition of its benefits, 

while the U.S. remains a green field.  

Home services (i.e. plumbers) or professionals 

that do house calls can be paid on the spot, 

instead of waiting weeks or months for paper 

invoices to be paid. Funds are also available for 

use within one day, alleviating cash flow 

challenges common to many small merchants.   

In addition to merchant benefits, mobile card 

readers don’t require consumers to change 

their behavior. From their perspective, it’s the 

same as any credit card swipe.  

ePOS Systems 

Another growing area of mobile payments is to integrate software to existing POS 

systems. This allows merchants to achieve many benefits without the investment in 

new hardware such as payment terminals or tablets. PayPal is the most prevalent 

example of this. 

The company has begun working with a number of national chains such as Home 

Depot and Radio Shack. PayPal now works with 23 chains representing 18,000 

individual store locations nationwide, and growing. This deeper integration into 

payment systems is called ePOS.  

Figure 20: PayPal Here “Dongle” 
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In addition to these direct retailer relationships, most of PayPal’s future ePOS growth 

will come from integration with hardware vendors. This lets ePOS come “baked in” to 

the hardware that retailers buy, so that it can be easily activated. 

PayPal has partnered with the leading ePOS vendors including Erply, ShopKeep, 

Leapset, Kounta and Vend. This caters to small 

businesses that want to offer PayPal, but need 

something more sophisticated or integrated than the 

mobile card readers explored above.  

As for customers, they type their mobile number and 

pre-defined PIN into the ePOS terminal. They can 

also use a physical card provided by PayPal which 

takes funds directly from their PayPal account. This 

option is ideal for customers accustomed to a 

physical card.  

A recently formed relationship with Discover now 

extends the ability to pay with PayPal to Discover 

cardholders. This relationship should benefit 

businesses that accept PayPal in their ePOS systems, 

because they will now be compatible with more potential customers.  

Other benefits include PayPal’s recently integrated Bill Me Later service for in-store 

purchases (previously only available online). Customers can get 6 months financing on 

qualifying purchases, which helps boost sales and increase order sizes.  

Meanwhile, other emerging local media companies are following suit. Groupon 

recently announced its point of sale transaction system Breadcrumb will be compatible 

with ePOS systems of Veriphone and Ingenico. This joins Groupon’s existing dongle 

based system.  

Like PayPal, this represents Groupon’s efforts to broaden its appeal to market 

segments that each have different proclivities and needs for payment systems. It will 

also boost Groupon’s overall appeal as an SMB services provider that ties together 

marketing and operations.  

Overall, ePOS will work best for small businesses that don’t have a mobile device that 

can be dedicated for business use. A software update to a compatible ePOS terminal 

may be cheaper, and more functional than a mobile card reader.  

For example, businesses that do most of their transactions at a fixed point of sale – 

rather than at various customers’ locations – might want this beefed up ePOS 

integration. This might be more desirable than the portability advantages that a 

mobile card reader offers.   

Figure 21: PayPal’s ePOS 
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Payment Apps 

To go along with the merchant-facing mobile card readers described above, providers 

like Square and PayPal have released consumer-facing versions. This allows 

consumers to bypass the credit card swipe and virtually communicate with a 

merchant’s payment system. 

For example, a consumer with one of these apps can open it when in proximity to a 

business. That business can conversely see the consumer is nearby via GPS tracking. 

The consumer can then transact and have their account charged without a credit card 

swipe. 

In this situation, the consumer is authenticated by his or her name and physical 

identity, both of which are viewable within the merchant app. The payment is 

processed and charged to the credit card or bank account the user registered with the 

app.  

This has convenience benefits– a major success factor for mobile payment systems. 

But it also opens the door for other possibilities. Because consumers are opening the 

app to transact at nearby businesses, they could be receptive to promotions. 

Figure 22: Pay with Square App 

 
 

It could therefore develop into a fertile environment for information, reviews and 

available coupons for nearby merchants. Rather than going to Google or Yelp, this 

could be a good “one-stop-shop” for consumers to find and transact with local 

businesses.  
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Another developing feature from PayPal is “skip the line.” Because the transaction 

happens virtually, orders can be placed and paid for in advance. Someone in a hurry 

can place her coffee order a few blocks away from a café and then swiftly pick it up 

with no wait. 

Opportunities to save time always appeal to consumers. For merchants, “skip the line” 

meanwhile optimizes the flow of customers through their establishments. This will 

vary based on the type of product or service, but has great potential for many 

merchants. 

Specialized POS Hardware 

A number of stores are beginning to adopt point of sale hardware that expand their 

options of mobile payment acceptance. One successful example is Starbucks’ “Card 

Mobile” solution.  

This essentially builds from the company’s existing customer debit card, which 

frequent customers can manage and add funds to online or in-store. The mobile 

product now brings this functionality into app form. 

Customers who use this app can open it to display a QR code on their mobile screen. 

That screen is then placed in front of a scanner attached to Starbucks payment 

terminals. The system authenticates the user’s account and debits the funds.  

Starbucks benefits from the attractiveness of offering more options for its users to 

pay. In this case, the payment method aligns with Starbuck’s technologically astute 

customer base. It also supports Starbucks brand identity as a technologically 

advanced company. 

Meanwhile the product is catching on with customers. Starbucks currently processes 

more than 3 million mobile transactions per week, which accounts for about 10 

percent of its total revenue, and growing. It has also integrated Square as an 

additional option.  

LevelUp is a lower barrier option for small businesses which places a plastic stand 

near the POS to hold a smartphone that similarly scans customers’ unique barcode on 

their smartphone screens. Payment is then debited from the user’s LevelUp account.  

In addition to capturing payment, LevelUp also facilitates customer loyalty and 

rewards programs that run through the same system. It makes the most sense for 

businesses with large volumes of quick transactions and a tech savvy customer base.  
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Figure 23: Starbucks: An Early Harbinger of Mobile Payments 

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) 

Near Field Communications (NFC) is another technology format on which mobile 

payments are developing. For those unfamiliar, NFC emits a low range high frequency 

signal that can transmit data to and from a compatible receiver. Think of it kind of like 

Blutooth.  

Because NFC chips can be embedded in smartphones, it 

has been developed into a mobile payment standard. The 

way this plays out is through “tap to pay” transactions 

where NFC equipped smartphones can securely transfer 

payments at compatible POS terminals. 

This compatibility requirement is one of NFC’s pitfalls. It’s 

a classic “chicken and egg” situation: Without NFC 

ubiquity in smartphones, retailers won’t invest in 

dedicated POS hardware. And device makers won’t 

include NFC without wide-scale merchant compatibility.  

Google has been most active in countering this, as NFC 

sits at the center of its “Google Wallet.” There’s is also a 

consortium of mobile carriers backing NFC, known as 

ISIS. Despite these efforts, we expect NFC’s adoption 

challenges will persist for at least the next few years.  

 

Figure 24: Google Wallet 
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On the Horizon: Apple 

Apple’s size and influence in mobile technology has the potential for wide-reaching 

impact. A glimpse into Apple’s potential moves can be seen in what it has done at its 

own retail stores. Among its many retail innovations, it has eliminated the bottleneck 

of checkout aisles, opting instead for roving mobile transactions that happen 

throughout the store.  

This generally happens through portable payment terminals held by store associates – 

similar to the restaurant example given above for Square and PayPal here. But it has 

also made moves to eliminate the store clerk altogether for those that want to pay 

even faster.  

Using its Apple Store App customers can scan items with their smartphone camera, 

then pay for those items on the spot using iTunes. Then they walk away with their 
new purchase. Though this currently exists only in Apple Stores, the model could be 
extended to other stores.  

Imagine wandering the aisles of Target while scanning any item to be processed and 
paid through iTunes. For users, this eliminates the need to wait in checkout lines. For 
stores, it streamlines their transactions and eliminates the traditional bottleneck of 
checkout aisles.  

Apple is well positioned to do this because it already has customer relationships 
through iTunes, including a billing infrastructure and 400 million credit cards on file. 
Its remaining steps include partnering with third party retailers and working out the 
kinks (i.e., security).  

There are many potential benefits to such a system, similar to those mentioned 
throughout this report (advertising, promotions, operational strategies, etc.). We 
believe this vision, or a version of it, is coming to the world of mobile shopping in the 
next few years.  
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Figure 25: Apple Stores: The First Sign of Apple’s Mobile Payment Ambitions 

 

K.I.S.S. 

As you can see, there are many moving parts to the mobile shopping ecosystem. It 

will continue to evolve with things like Apple’s roving transactions, mobile indoor 

mapping and even Google’s “Glass” navigational eyewear (a whole different report!). 

Meanwhile, there’s enough innovation in today’s marketplace to keep merchants busy 

for a while. Mobile payments will be the lynchpin to hold it all together and close the 

attribution loop. And many available formats each hold advantages for different types 

of businesses. 

Merchant benefits include the attractiveness of providing customers with a wider 

range of payment options. Mobile payments also have the ability to utilize purchase 

behavior data to develop operational and marketing strategies.  

The winning products will be those that simultaneously solve pain points for both 

consumers and merchants. It’s also vital to provide enough value to both sides to get 

them to change longstanding habits for how products are bought and sold – a bar 

that is set high. 

Avoiding checkout lines or getting monetary rewards are a few of the incentives that 

will get consumers on board. Similarly, tools to collect user data, maintain customer 

loyalty, eliminate paper waste or improve cash flow will be adoption drivers for 

merchants.  
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One barrier to consumer adoption will be comfort levels and acclimation. Since 

payments is a sensitive area where perception of security is paramount, the name of 

the game will be fostering trust. This advantages companies with existing brand 

recognition.  

Data from Yankee Group support this in showing the early leaders in mobile payments 

adoption among consumers. Leaders include “household name” providers who have 

developed trust and recognition over years, including PayPal, Starbucks and Google.  

Figure 13: Consumer Mobile Payment Adoption 

 

(Yankee Group, 2013)  
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Conclusion: Closing the Loop 

 

The steps of the purchase cycle explored in this report begin with mobile local 
advertising and end in the same place. The behavioral data gathered from mobile 

shopping and payments provides a rich mosaic of information to use for optimizing 

ongoing marketing.  

This is where the age of “big data” meets mobile and local advertising. These things 

are coming together in lots of ways covered elsewhere by BIA/Kelsey. The biggest 

question is how this data can be used to 
iterate marketing strategy.  

This iterative process is in its early days 

as the related parts of the purchase cycle 

are themselves still developing. Though 

we’re seeing some early adoption by 
advertisers and ad tech providers, most 

of the local advertising ecosystem has 

not yet tackled this opportunity.  

Payments will be one of the fastest 

moving and opportune areas of 

development in mobile local media in the 
coming years. Indication can be seen in 

Google’s interest to enter mobile 

payments though Google Wallet. 

Purchase data will unlock the holy grail 

of advertising ROI.  

In addition to Google’s clear interest, 
others mentioned in this report are similarly moving towards integration of shopping 

and purchase data with local marketing. This includes PayPal, Square, Foursquare and 

others whose steps in this direction are already evident.  

Importantly, benefits of mobile payments and purchase data go beyond just 

improving marketing for SMBs. For local media and marketing providers, these 
offerings represent another touch point to build deeper relationships with famously 

elusive SMBs.  

Not only are SMBs’ low attention spans occupied by multiple business operations, 

they’re divided further by growing numbers of local ad sales reps calling on them. 

Providing payment processing and other operational tools can be a lesser path of 

resistance.  

As Swipely’s Angus Davis asserted at BIA/Kelsey’s March 2013 Leading in Local 

Conference, SMBs are less resistant to buying tools that boost their operational 

efficiency. Indeed, that’s an area where they are less flooded with pitches compared 

with local marketing.  

Figure 27: Cycling through the Purchase Process 
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“SMBs have seven or eight marketing relationships — places like Yelp, Google, Yellow 

Pages,” said Davis. “But they only have one payments vendor. Do you really want to 

go in and be their ninth local marketing provider.” 

As stressed throughout the above pages, local marketing will increasingly be linked to 

operational tools such as shopping and payments. The two should go hand in hand. 

Providing both can also boost retention in famously churn-heavy SMB local marketing.  

“Help SMBs not only accept payment but understand them with analytics,” asserted 

Davis. “Turn it into action and grow sales with online marketing campaigns that 

integrate offline sales. Bring them together on the same page.” 

For these logical reasons as well as secular market evolution, all of these areas – local 

marketing, shopping, payments, consumer behavior data – will continue to collide at 

an accelerated pace. This brings both opportunity and challenge to local media 

companies.  

Those who end up on the right side of that equation will pay attention to and 

experiment with quickly advancing mobile technologies. In the early stages of the 

mobile commerce revolution, leverage, power and effectiveness will come from a 

position of knowledge.  
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Appendix: Mobile Payments Case studies 

There are many different options and standards for mobile payments. These each 

hold advantages for different types of businesses. Here are a few examples of small 

merchants that have already ventured down this path.  

Lemongrass, Mobile Food Truck, Arlington VA  

 

 

Arlington, Virgina, based Lemongrass has joined the growing trend of food trucks that 

cater to busy workers throughout urban areas. Because of the company’s diverse 

clientele it credits (no pun intended) recent successes to its ability to accept a wide 

range of payments.  

“I would say that if we didn’t accept credit cards, we would not have the success that 

we’ve had so far,” says Lemongrass owner Uyen Nguyen. “Credit cards are 65 percent 

to 70 percent of our sales, and if we didn’t have that, we might have lost a lot of 

business.”  

Specifically, the company uses a mobile card reader in combination with an iPad that 

is harnessed on a stand which can be swiveled and accessed by the food truck 

operators. This comes with the aforementioned benefits of having inventory pre-

loaded for easy operation. 

“I typed in everything I wanted and I have pictures of all my items so that when 

people order I just have to push the button and swipe the card,” says Nguyen. “It 

[lets] you email the receipt to the customer so everything is paperless. So we’re 

environmentally friendly.” 

This joins the suite of technology products that Lemongrass uses to run its business, 

including social media and other forms of marketing. This unique mix aligns with the 

particular ways that a mobile food truck must operate (mobile being the operative 

word). 

“We use Twitter and Facebook [to] let our customers know where we’re going to be,” 

says Nguyen. “Unlike brick & mortar where you’re always there and static, we’re 

mobile and the whole business is based on being mobile, so we need technology to 

succeed.” 
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All of this has allowed Lemongrass to attract business which has positioned it now to 

expand. Nguyen plans to reinvest his profits into the business and buy a second truck 

and possibly grow into adjacent markets.  

“Right now I’m in Virgina, but moving to D.C. and maybe one day even Maryland.” 

 

Cutting Edge Elite, New York, NY 

 

 

After being in business for five years, New York City based Cutting Edge Elite catering 

service recently began using mobile payment tools to expedite payments. This has 

helped the company reduce frequent accounts receivable balances of up to $30,000. 

"When someone tells you the check is in the mail, it doesn't mean anything," Cutting 

Edge Elite owner Nathan Perry recently told the Wall Street Journal. The company 

operates in one of the world’s largest catering markets and employs five full time staff 

and 400 servers.  

Perry uses a mobile card reader such as those mentioned above, and his new 

standard operating procedure is to request payment on the spot, rather than issuing 

an invoice. In many cases, clients honor such requests happily.  

As a result, Perry reports that he can now turn sales into working capital overnight, 

instead of waiting for the typical 30 to 90 day payment cycle. This is vital for a 

business like high-end catering, which operates on such a scale and has many 

suppliers and vendors to pay.  

Mr. Perry reports this is well worth the $35 per month and about 2.5 percent per 

transaction that he pays for the service. 
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Pacific Transportation Technologies LLC, Kirkland WA 

 

 

Like the examples above, Scott Henshaw recently started using a credit-card reader to 

accept payments at his Kirkland Washington-based business Pacific Transportation 

Technologies. The company specializes in production of metal parts for trains and 

busses. 

Unlike Lemongrass’s use of an iPad, Henshaw uses the credit card reader in 

combination with his smartphone where he sees some of the same benefits, but with 

added portability. His card reader of choice is PayPal Here, which has helped him 

speed up payments. 

Traditionally, Mr. Henshaw started the 30 day billing process after delivery. But 

lagging payments over the years – extended to the 60 to 90 day range lately – have 

caused him to request that some customers pay upon delivery using the PayPal Here 

on his phone.  

This has been worthwhile he reports, giving him cash inflow in “fractions of a second” 

instead of months. This has been instrumental in being able to have a healthier cash 

flow to pay employees and buy supplies.  

 

Landes Audio and Video, Chester NJ 

 

 

 
Bill Effner, owner of Chester N.J., based Landes Audio and Video began using mobile 

payments after he learned a lesson the hard way. Four years ago, he had to write off 

$2,000 for an unpaid delinquent account associated with a home entertainment 

installation.  
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He now uses Flint, a mobile card reader technology similar to those described above. 

This lets him require payment on the spot for certain jobs and reduce the chances of 

running into the same situation again.  

"When I'm done with a job now, I go to my customer and say 'here's my favorite part' 

and I get paid right there and then," he recently told the Wall Street Journal. 

 

 


